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You can’t hurry the weather and the first three
weeks of February were spent anchored off
Geelong waiting for the elusive weather window
to get down the west coast of Tasmania.
Opportunities were not prolific and the first real
opportunity I dismissed from both a time and
comfort perspective. Ironically the winds forecast
were extremely light but had the forecast
remained true we would have been motoring into
them –for all of 240 nautical miles! If the forecast
hadn’t remained true and a threatening weather
system off Macquarie Harbour had come in early
we could have been battling up to 25 knot winds
after a 48 hour sail (motor) to head through ‘Hells
Gate’ into an initially shallow entrance we were
unfamiliar with. Not ideal. So we waited another
week, got to see some very fit swimmers and
made a more sensible jump at the next
opportunity that was presented to us.
I spent an inordinate amount of time scrubbing
and polishing the epoxy off Sengo’s decks this
month having finally got the gumption to start the
job (See Aboard Sengo - November 2018 for an
explanation of why we had epoxy on our decks). I
don’t know what the shipwright’s employees
were doing during the ‘two days of clean up’ in
November (apart from scratching our hatches!)
but I only found one panel that was ‘clean’ and
free of any sort of ‘roughness’ (some panels felt
like sandpaper!). Of course after cleaning, the
panels were due for a polish as well so when the
weather allowed I tried to get a section done each
day. This is a big boat and subsequent to say the
job is not finished –and I haven’t even started on
the stainless steel yet! Andrew’s maintenance
tasks over the month included more replacement
of external sealant, chasing down a blockage of
the water intake hose for one of our heads (which

included the inaugural use of our PowerDive
system (I was hoping for a more pleasant
introduction to the equipment)), cleaning of
water intakes on the sail drives (whilst he was
under the boat with the PowerDive system),
splice and replacement of the single line on our
bridle, threading a new outhaul through the
boom, and tidying up the dock lines - cutting the
ragged ends off that had almost worn through at
Fremantle.
Actual enjoyable activities (because scrubbing
boats and forced maintenance aren’t usually
enjoyable) included watching the Australian
Fireball Championships, the Geelong Iron Man
70.3 competition and the weekly sailing
activities and yacht races around Corio Bay.
Between work on the boat, spectator sports,
shopping on shore and one evening tinnie
excursion we sat out windy, and sometimes
‘wild and woolly’ weather. ‘Gauges often read
into the thirties and at one point read over 45
knots. There was also some rain that we had to
manage our activities around.
Socially we were a little quiet and apart from
short chats on docks to passing vessels, we
caught up briefly with Halcyon (and associates
at the RGYC) and The Southern Cross (who we
finally met twenty one months after our initial
electronic contact - and on the other side of the
country (we’ve done around 7000 nautical miles
since then)).

Helping with the sewing
projects

Going under!

When the hard work
is done…

New scratching tray –
for the fuller figured cat!
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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International Fireball Class
The Australian Fireball Championships were
hosted by the Royal Geelong Yacht Club over the
week starting 3rd February 2019. I had only
recently learnt what a Fireball was (essentially a
small skiff that has two adult crew) when we had
met a couple of local Fireball race crew, so, for the
purposes of barracking for someone, we deemed
their craft ‘our boat’. The championship races
started on Monday and were due to finish on
Saturday with Thursday being the rest day.
However, the Saturday race didn’t happen – it was
too windy; a Gale Warning having been issued by
the weather bureau for Port Phillip Bay.

February 2019

surrounded by the Fireball dingies on their way to
or from the race course. Playing with my camera I
managed to take a huge amount of photos but for
two of the most memorable scenes, I only have a
record in my mind. The first was the end of the
first day’s racing and the entire fleet was lined up
heading towards us on the way back to the club,
but I had just started my epoxy scrubbing task and
deemed that more important than a photograph,
and the second was the fleet heading out to the
course on Day 3 where two of the boats were, at
quite a rate of knots, heading directly for the back
of Sengo. Each tacked with a matter of feet to
spare – they were that close I asked if they were
coming for lunch. We followed most of the races
throughout the series, by binoculars of course, as
they weren’t quite that close to us. And we always
got a wave on the way as the competitors were
passing, and one of the official committee boats
came over for a chat every day.

Depending on the location of the course over each
of the sailing days (which depended on the
direction of the wind) we found ourselves
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(Continued)

A small evening tinnie excursion
There was a slight wind blowing that
wasn’t too chilly and the sun was still out
and I thought we should take the
opportunity for a bit of a late afternoon
explore. We motored east toward
Stingaree Bay past the boat ramp and past
the old lime burning kilns. No wonder we
didn’t find these last time (2015). They
seemed fenced off and using the binoculars
we could see that they had been grafittied
and the interps boards were tagged and
neglected. Perhaps when we return they
may be nurtured back to something
presentable. We didn’t bother getting our
feet dirty to get out to inspect closer and
continued on around the bay and past the
vegetated sand spit/s (which held several
pelicans, great egrets and little pied
cormorants and was surrounded by
hundreds of black swans). We turned back
toward Sengo as we came adjacent with
the old Point Henry Aluminium Smelter –
yet another big employer industry that has
left Geelong (although I have recently
heard the old Ford Motor Car Factory is
going to be used to produce parts for wind
turbines).

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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Baker Institute
Ironman 70.3 Event
17th February 2019. If we had
got a strong north-easterly it
was quite possible, given the
length of chain we had out, that
we could have handed the
Ironman
competitors
their
morning coffee on the way
around the swim leg this
morning. But fortunately for the
competitors, and us (no long
fetch), the weather was of mild
‘variable winds’.
We hadn’t of course meant to be
in Geelong this long, so when we
discovered the tents and stalls
setting up on the shore were for
the Geelong Ironman event we
thought we’d better check
where the swim course was;
both for interest and whether
we would be in the way. Not that
I was moving mind you, if it had
been a problem I would have
declared it a safety issue, after
all the trouble we had gone to
get our holding (See Aboard
Sengo January 2019). The

February 2019
One batch of swimmers in the water; many batches waiting their
turn on the beach.

course was indeed near us, off the public baths and
we had a birds-eye view, of sorts. The swim part of
a triathlon is not exactly a spectator sport - all you
get to see is batches of splashes, and limbs
reminiscent of over-stimulated seal flippers, cycle
around in the manner of water wheels as they
proceed around the stipulated course. The
professional athletes led off first, first the male and
then female contingents, and then the competitors
started in batches of age, wearing different
coloured swimming caps to ensure their section
was recognised. The event revolved around the
Eastern Beach and the cycle and running events
proceeded from here– I am glad it wasn’t me
cycling or running up the hill along the roads in the
Botanic Gardens!

Swimmers with the rising sun reflecting on Cunningham Pier
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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Weather
During our tenure in Corio Bay we went to shore
when we could (if we needed to) but we also spent a
fair bit of time on boat out of the weather. And when
it was windy, it was WINDY. Our arrival in late
January had seen 37 knots on the gauges not long
after we’d put the anchor down but on the 12th
February there was an even stronger forecast. The
predicted 90% rain came down at 0830. The wind
was gusting to 42 knots - and not long afterwards
we gusted to over 45. We were glad we had spent
the time finding a good holding and we didn’t budge
in the soft sticky mud.
Indoor activities on these days weren’t all that
exciting. We made pre-cooked meals for our trip
south, we read a lot, I continued hand sewing a
shade for the back of the helm area and did some
hand washing. There is not much more you can do in
wild and woolly weather.

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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Leaving Geelong

Tasmania Bound

February 2019

15’s seen at the most for a short
time and soon after we’d done
our job we dropped the main sail
again as the winds had fallen off back to below 5 knots. The
breeze eventually picked up
again as we headed into Sorrento
but as we had a minimal distance
to travel, with the traverse of a
channel to negotiate, moorings
and shallow patches to avoid and
the Queenscliff Ferry coming up
behind us, we let the opportunity
to set sail pass. The southern
most 20 meter pubic mooring
was picked up and engines were
off at 1600.

The 18th and 19th February were spent in final preparations for
the crossing of Bass Strait. A potential weather window had
opened up and we conducted final food shopping trips to town.
Wed 20th February 2019. I had really wanted to leave Geelong at
0800 and therefore I expected to start picking up the anchor at
around 0730. Our start however was a little later than preferred
and the cleaning of the anchor took a little longer than expected,
so an 0800 start ended up as a 0850 departure under motor
toward the Houpton Channel. The first few meters of cleaning the
anchor produced iron rich coloured blood due to the colour of
the algae that had taken up residence, the rest of the anchor rode
looked as though it wouldn’t have been out of place on an historic
ship; the mud so thick and rounded around the chain that it
looked like I was pulling up two-inch tarred hemp lines! The sky
had been blue when we started, although the wind a bit coolish
and I looked up to see cloud approaching. An earlier photograph
would have been better but I couldn’t just stop in the middle of
the mud so the above photo is taken after the anchor had been
fully retrieved.
The wind forecast was originally for light winds at the ‘pointy’
end of Corio Bay and then 10-15 knot southerlies before a late
afternoon 15-20 knot SW change. The aim had been to get to
Sorrento, with the idea of picking up one of the 20 metre
moorings before the 15-20 knot change came in. For the entirety
of Corio Bay the wind barely blew above 7 knots (0.1 knot seen
on the gauges at one point) but of course as soon as we turned
the corner, with the idea of raising the sail and manipulating
some spare battens, the wind picked up. However it wasn’t tragic,
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au

West Channel Marker

Super Moon at Sorrento.
Just when I have a proper tripod
there is no point attaching the
camera to it - 20 knots and
jiggling
wasn’t
the
best
circumstances in which to try and
get a photo of this night’s super
moon. I let the camera’s ‘hand
held starlight’ setting do the best
it could in the circumstances.

Super Moon at Sorrento
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Sailing past Mount Cameron West

Across the Strait…. Heading for Tassie.
21st – 22nd February 2019. The anchorage guide suggested Ann Bay
was swelly. And it was right! But the degree was perfectly within
limits compared with what we had just been through, and the
anchor was down around 1530 – luckily, as I miscalculated the
length I was putting out (it came out extremely fast) and the rode
went to the very end (thankfully Andrew had retied it on a couple
of weeks ago whilst we were in Geelong otherwise we would have
been in serious trouble). The crossing had had its moments, at
times quite uncomfortable (Tiger was not pleased, and neither was
I at the occasional shudder and drenching when Sengo had her
nose buried in the next wave after falling over the previous one)
but as Bass Strait crossings go, it was not too bad.
The alarm on the 21st February had gone off at 0330, the engines
were on and the mooring dropped at 0350, and we were out the
Port Phillip Heads at 0520, five minutes after the calculation for
slack tide across the rip. The weather window forecast we had
been planning on for the coming trip had somewhat divided in two
during the previous few days and if we didn’t wish to get caught in
too much rough stuff we perhaps needed to look at an alternate
strategy to attempting the journey in one go. There was however
an opportunity to split the trip, hide in the middle and still arrive at
Macquarie Harbour during light winds on Sunday midday. In fact, if
we planned it right, heading out on Thursday’s midday slack tide
we might even get to Macquarie Harbour on Saturday lunch time,
and then looking at further alternatives, if we left on Thursday
morning, then we might even make it inside the harbour on
Saturday morning. Later forecasts predicted an easterly was
growing in the ‘Strait and as that set of winds grew in strength so
did our resolve to get as far away from it as possible; we did not
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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wish to be caught in 25-30 knot
winds – even if they were from
behind us. So we took the south
west winds on a close reach
(generally 45 degrees) and
headed south …..east. We had a
beautiful trajectory - if we
wanted to head for Devonport!
However
we
weren’t
too
worried; there was a southerly
predicted that should force a tack
and correct the bearing back to
our rum line.
We had exited the heads with a
full main. Andrew had preferred
to put a reef in it but I suggested
that perhaps we should wait although putting one in when in a
bit more swell might be
uncomfortable, we could at least
see what we were doing (and our
record for fiddling with reefing
lines in the middle of the night is
not so great). So we put a first
reef in at first light and ran
comfortably with that until the
wind picked up. When the true
wind speed got to 26 knots we
decided to put a second reef in –
an action we may have done only
once or twice before. And of
course the wind dropped back to
10 knots immediately after we
had done this. We shook the
second reef out thirty minutes
later but reinstated it after a
couple of hours - and it stayed in
for the rest of this sail.
To cut a long story short the
southerly came in later than
expected, was lighter than
expected and lasted less time
than expected. Which effectively
meant that we found ourselves a
bit further off our rum line than
we expected (a very long way off
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Looking across to community at Green Point from
anchorage in Ann Bay

our rum line actually) and the prospect of
travelling north west (in the wrong
direction) for quite some way just to get
back on track. At 0300 when Andrew took
over shift on the 22nd February, the winds
had dropped out to almost nothing and the
motors went on, and we pointed south on
the right heading. One possible first
anchorage option had been Cuvier Bay on
Hunter Island but that meant the timing for
the exit had to be spot on (the predicted
strong southerly was turning into a strong
easterly and northerly on Saturday night) or
we were likely to get caught in the stronger
winds of the northerly system. Ideally had
we not been caught so far off line we would
have made our way down to Sandy Cape but
we managed to lose four hours in the
passage and an arrival in the dark in an
unknown anchorage did not ‘float my boat’,
so to speak. So, we chose an interim
alternative.
Ann Bay (around 15 nautical miles south of
Cape Grim, which is close to Tasmania’s
north west extremity), is listed in the RHYC
Tasmanian anchorage guide as a slightly
swelly anchorage but ‘a good place to stop
for a rest and to plan the jump into
Macquarie Harbour’. At its north end is Mt
Cameron West, a promontory that Andrew
and I visited on our 4wd tour of north-west
Tasmania in 2013. At its south end is the
‘hamlet’ of Marrawah. We only really

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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remember the Marriwah Tavern from our 2013 trip
and there didn’t seem to be a lot of houses about. (the
tavern is currently for sale (and the location of a
murder)). Marrawah is listed as Tasmania’s most
westerly town and home of the West Coast Classic
surfing competition, although the tavern is on the hill,
the houses on the beach are at the end of ‘Green Point
Road’. One advantage of this anchorage is we have
internet reception so can keep an eye on the weather
forecast and observation changes in order to accurately
time our next jump.
The bottom of Ann Bay seemed to be of either sand or
weed, it was just a matter of using our depth sounder to
pick a more likely spot. We got a good holding at 8.7
meters at high tide.
Visitors during our sail were minimal; two dolphins
joined us briefly for a frolic at 0600 on the morning of
22nd, and the birdlife consisted of a few shearwaters
(species undetermined), a few smaller birds (species
also undetermined), a few gannets, and two albatrosses
- (one a shy albatross – the other we think might be a
‘wandering albatross’) who escorted us from Albatross
Island (over 30 nautical miles) to just north of our
anchorage.

Looking out
from
community at
Green Point in
2013. Mount
Cameron West
in background.
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I always liked the
combination of orange and
blue!
The coastal vista north of
Macquarie Harbour that
greeted me in the morning
twilight was superb...

Ann Bay to Strahan
23rd -24th February 2018. There are not that many weather
observation posts on the Tasmanian coast but throughout Saturday
morning we kept a constant check via www.bom.gov.au on the
wind strength and direction both to the north and south of us to
ascertain whether they were in line with the predictions. Perhaps
not quite! Easterlies and north easterlies had arrived earlier than
expected to towns along the northern coast and when they got to
Cape Grim we thought we had better get going, even though we
would be four hours ahead of our original schedule.
We always knew we would be heading into southerlies for the first
part of the predicted 20 hour sail and we headed out of Ann Bay at
1545 in a slightly north easterly direction to avoid Green Point,
travelling at 8.2 knots over ground under a reefed mainsail and a
full genoa. Once clear of the point we set the autopilot to 40
degrees on the wind and headed south west, tacking before we got
too far off shore and resetting the wind vane. The sea state was

Hell’s Gate

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au

remarkably calm for the west
coast of Tassie, the swell barely
noticeable and no waves to speak
of. The south east tack was easily
the best; the most comfortable
and the fastest and not
interrupted by the constant
slowing down that sailing into
the swell often entails. The south
east tack gave us around 8 knots,
the south west tack gave us
around 4! To ensure we had a
more controllable sail we put a
reef in the genoa just before
sunset. Eventually the wind
swung around and by midnight
we had the wind on our port aft
quarter and we were travelling
around 7 knots – in the right
direction! At 0300 the engines
went on for an hour. As they did
for around the same length of
time at around 0630 and we only
dropped the sails just before the
entrance to Macquarie Harbour.
As we were attempting to come
in
through
‘Hells
Gates’
(Macquarie Heads) two small
fishing boats came out as well as
a large tourist boat. The words
‘Harbour Master’ were very large
on the outside of the large boat
but I wasn’t sure whether that
was the name of the boat or an
indication of the occupants. The
10
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vessel was not on AIS and we didn’t know what
to call him to ask for his intentions. The vessel
headed around toward Cape Sorrell and we
headed toward Hells Gate. Of course this
particular boat, a few minutes later, was behind
us wanting to come in. The shallow (and
narrow) entrance to Macquarie Harbour is
daunting enough if you haven’t been through it
before but a large tourist boat coming up
behind you who wants to overtake just before
the narrowest ‘Hell’s Gate’ section really
heightens your senses. You don’t want to go too
far to starboard to allow him to pass or you will
hit the break wall. If he had been on AIS we
would have hailed and ascertained his
intentions early – if we had known his timing
we would probably have stayed outside until he
was safely heading back through the Macquarie
Heads at his great rate of knots. Instead all we
got was five horn blasts (which means ‘I don’t
know your intentions’). Personally I thought our
intentions would have been obvious!! This
experience was a little disconcerting and one
that didn’t initially endear me to that particular
vessel (there are two large tourist boats in
Macquarie Harbour).
Once inside we followed the leads toward
Strahan, drifted in the Long Bay to give the boat
a quick wash down with fresh water to dislodge
the salt we had collected over the past few days
(well, some of it anyway), and then headed for

February 2019

Bonnet Island

Inside Macquarie Heads

town, aborting an anchoring attempt near the
main dock and instead anchoring in the middle
of the entrance to Risby Cove on the south west
side of the gas barge. Shades were put up inside
and outside the helm area, windows opened,
plants put in the helm area to get some warmth
and the kettle was put on. It was 1430.

View from near Morse Bay, West Strahan

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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26th February 2019. It was a cold
and overcast morning, with
panus
below
the
clouds
threatening rain. Yet no rain was
forecast. The daily forecast was
admittedly for ‘partly cloudy’, but
this morning it was ‘total’. As a
result we decided not to go to
shore until after lunch. It was a
good decision.

Strahan.

Strahan
25th February 2019. Although the afternoon of our arrival at
Strahan had been beautifully calm we were somewhat
exhausted and stayed on boat to recover rather than visiting
town, even though we had been boat bound for five days. But
this morning we ventured ashore, in slightly annoying winds,
tied up the tinnie to the end of a dock adjacent two fishing boats
(got the harbour master’s approval once I found his number –
note that’s the person, not the boat), had a cuppa at The Shack,
visited the post office and was given some great boating info,
went to IGA, had lunch, chatted to a tourist bus driver (who
grew up in Bass Strait) and finally headed home. It had been a
full day.

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au

As time progressed the panus
passed over us, the cloud started
to break up and the sun finally
made an appearance. Apart from
the wind (which was very cold)
the day started to look like a
‘lovely day.’ The wind direction
however was not playing ball.
The forecast was for 10-15 knot
southerlies all day. Our position
was
well
protected
from
southerlies and the ride to town
would
provide
minimal
discomfort. However, as is its
want, the weather started to
change. When we left Sengo we
could see white caps in Long Bay
just around the corner. That was
okay, that was expected. But then
they started to change direction.
Our tinnie tie up spot on the jetty
(out of the way this time and
approved by the harbour master)
was a blow off spot but was
exposed to the waves coming up
Risby Cove. The wind direction
had now changed – and we
watched the plume of foam at the
edge of the flow come around
into the cove and envelop Sengo.
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Sengo

Near the lookout picnic tables on Tamar Street

Officially it blew SSW for most of the afternoon, eek-ing its way
around the corner into Risby Cove. The forecast might have
been for 10-15, the actual was 15-20 and it gusted to 23 for
three official bom.gov.au readings (1.5 hours) whilst we were
on shore. We managed to get back to boat with minimal spray
(fortunately as we had been lent some history books – the first
use of my new pack cover had been to protect these, not my
pack). By evening of course all the clouds had gone. (which of
course meant a cold night)
We had gone to shore with the aim of chatting to Trevor Norton
(of
Wilderness
Sailing
Cruises
(www.westcoastyachtcharters.com.au) and the charter vessel
Stormbreaker) who has detailed information on the area
(particularly in relation to the Gordon River -he’s done a lot of
mapping of the area (soundings by kayak) and his charts and

notes are available for purchase)
before heading off for a long
walk. However, Trevor was
extremely generous with his
time which meant the long walk
had to be reassessed. After a
quick cuppa and check at the
post office we walked up to the
lookout on Tamar Street instead.
There is very thick heath either
side of the top of this steep drive
and it would have been good for
bird watching (there was lots
calls) but the aim was some
exercise and a view so we didn’t
stop. The view from the lookout
is extensive and there are two
picnic tables that would have
been nice for a long perusal on a
nice day but it was very windy
and after a few minutes we were
ready to head home. A big
thanks for the sentiment from a
lovely couple in an extra cab
Hilux who almost offered us a lift
back down (their extra cab
section was full of stuff so they
couldn’t fit us in) but in the cold
and windy circumstances our
decent wasn’t a dawdle.

Near the lookout picnic tables on Tamar Street

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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harbour and were going to spend time
exploring the area, one had been here
for a while and was heading north; and
all four of us were dreading the next few
days when a 47 boat rally was turning
up. So much for isolation!

Fortunately there was no wind and no movement; we were stationary
in the water!

The Gordon River
27th February 2018. This morning’s priorities were a food
shop to last a week or so, and hopefully to collect an express
post parcel that contained the base lens for my camera. The
lens had been sent from Geelong on Monday but of course, as
we are in Strahan and remote, we didn’t expect an overnight
service - although we did start to get nervous when the post
truck was a few minutes late. Fortunately the mail did arrive
and it was hand delivered from the back of the truck into my
anticipating awaiting mits. We had actually arrived at the post
office early so we filled in time by wandering the shore
toward the seldom-used sailing club building, West Strahan.
On the way we were surprised but delighted by a seal who
entertained us by frolicking just off shore.
Before getting in the tinnie to get back to Sengo we chatted to
three boats gathering on the jetty. Two had just got in to the

After lunch on board we lifted the
anchor and headed up the Gordon
River; the aim to get to Heritage
Landing for the night. The hope had
been to sail south down the Harbour
toward the Gordon River mouth but
with the wind on the nose that was not
going to be possible. We got to Heritage
Landing (around 6 nautical miles
upstream from the mouth) around 1830
but the facility is designed to cope with
the two big tourist power boats, not
smaller pleasure yachts. It took an hour
of manoeuvring and attaching ropes
around the tops of poles way above our
height before we could step off for an
evening stroll. As a result there was not
much light around to see anything and
wildlife was minimal; A Tasmanian
thornbill flitted around the trees and a
pademelon thumped beside the path.
Other birdcalls were noted, but with
thick rainforest and failing light there
was no chance we were going to see
them.
The night was magnificently still. We
had been told that with glass like
surfaces it is possible to see the stars
reflected on the river’s surface. This has
got to be one of the most serene things
I’ve seen. We didn’t however spend too
much time outside – the scene might
have been serene but the overnight
temperatures weren’t getting any
warmer.

Before the stars came out.
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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After a late lunch we headed across to St
Johns Falls and took a stroll down a
delightful rainforest track to Lower Gordon
Camp which is just opposite where Sengo
was tied up. Lower Gordon Camp has a
cabin with several bunks and a visitors
book filled in with notes from kayakers.
This one has been here only a few years (a
girlfriend did this trip twenty odd years
ago so I had no chance of finding her notes)
but there are also some historical notes
transcribed in here from some of the early
kayakers to come down the Franklin.
St Johns Falls

28th February 2019. On the last day of February, after an
early morning stroll at Heritage Landing, we continued our
journey up the Gordon River. We left the Heritage Landing
at 0840 and headed south. There were a few birds calling
in the forest but the species seen along the journey were:
pacific black duck, little pied cormorant, green rosella, and
yellow tailed black cockatoo.
The furthest distance the guides suggest you go in a large
boat is the jetty at St Johns Falls. Whilst this jetty isn’t used
every day like Heritage Landing it is occasionally visited by
the commercial yacht Stormbreaker when she is picking
up rafters that have come down the Franklin River. We
knew Stormbreaker was due on the 1st March and we
would have to move if we tied up there so instead we tied
up to Warner’s landing, opposite and just a little
downstream. The middle of Warner’s Landing is a solid
wall with poles that are much shorter than those of
Heritage Landing and it was a breeze to attach to. Whilst
the speed restriction of the river is officially 5 knots (we
were to see later that the locals sadly take no notice of this)
we had travelled up the river at a leisurely 3 knots, making
water as we went.

Travelling up the Gordon River
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There is a track on the opposite side of the
creek to the falls walkway that leads to an
old hut but we didn’t have good
instructions to get to it without getting wet
in the creek (and I had the tripod I didn’t
want to get wet) so we abandoned that
thought for another day (we have since
been told of an alternate route). As we got
back to boat The Southern Cross arrived
and whilst there was technically ‘room’ in
front of us she would have been tying for
and aft on two isolated poles, okay for a
monohull but not ideal for a catamaran.
The amount of solid wall and an isolated
pole behind us was only suitable for a
smaller boat so we invited her to raft up.
We don’t normally do this but we had
plenty of fenders out and there was no
wind or current to speak of. Sundowners
was on The Southern Cross.

The light was in the wrong spot for this
photo. St Johns Falls in background.
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Approaching
Warner’s
Landing

Walk from St Johns Falls to Lower Gordon Camp

Sengo on Warner’s Landing from Lower Gordon
Camp. Wallaby footprints were seen in the sand but
we weren’t here long enough without other people to
see the elusive macropods.
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The Psychologist’s Report: Ink Spots on the Gordon

We had a gorgeous day to motor up the Gordon River. The reflections were superb!
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